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Introduction
Blake Ellis

• MSW, California State University, Chico 

• Certified Forest Therapy Guide with the 
Association of Nature and Forest Therapy (ANFT) 

• Ecotherapy Program Manager: Big Chico Creek 
Ecological Reserve and Chico State Basic Needs

• Associate Clinical Social Worker (ASW) 

• Type 2 Wildland Firefighter 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Camp Fire impacted so many people and I cannot claim to represent my entire community, but I would like to tell you about my story and essentially how I find myself here today. -2018 Camp Fire was the impetus for getting masters in social



(Stevens, NASA Earth Observatory) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On November 8th, 2018, the deadliest and most destructive wildfire in California history broke out just seven miles northeast of the town of Paradise in Northern California.  The Camp Fire, at its fastest, burned an equivalent of one football field per second (Craig, 2018).  In only a matter of hours, the fire destroyed most of the town of Paradise, Concow & Magalia  and displaced over 30,000 people (Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre, 2019).  The Camp Fire claimed 86 lives, burned over 150,000 acres- an area approximately the size of Chicago, and destroyed nearly 14,000 homes (Boghani, 2019).Since 2018, Butte County has been impacted by the 2020 North Complex Fire which killed at least 16 people, countless animals, and burned over 300,000 acres across Butte and Plumas County.  and the 2021 Dixie Fire which burned a million acres across Butte, Plumas, Lassen, Shasta, & Tehama counties, 



Mental Health Impacts of Catastrophic 
Wildfire on Communities
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• Significantly higher rates of 
PTSD, anxiety, and depression 

• Climate trauma affects cognitive 
& brain functions 

• Substance abuse, insomnia 

• Long-term 

• Social vulnerability increases 
likelihood of mental health 
issues: ACEs, poverty, unstable 
housing, health issues, M
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(Silveira et al., 2021) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Partnering with neuroscience researchers at UC San Diego and they conducted a study following the camp fire and found �PTSD: Researchers found that Camp Fire survivors had rates of PTSD on par with war veterans Brain function: Our study shows that climate trauma may affect cognitive and brain functions especially with regard to processing and the ability to filter out distractions which could have a negative impact on work performance, child-rearing tasks, and other activities that require close focus, including driving or operating machinery.SUDS: Studies have found the rate of  alcohol use disorder or heavy alcohol use post-wildfire was 17% at 3 months post, 22% at 3 years post, and 18.6% at 10 years post, within the highly impacted communityLong-term: “If you would have asked me even the day after the fire if we would still be needing more mental health services and support five years later, I would have said no, but here we are.” – Paradise Unified principal. Statistically and clinically significant increases in rates of PTSD in communities ravaged by wildfires. Among adults, higher rates of PTSD and associated  symptoms were present shortly after a wildfire and up to 10 years post-wildfire [22,36].Social vulnerability: ACEs: adverse childhood experiences: experiencing violence, abuse, or neglect, witnessing violence in the home or community, having a family member attempt or die by suicide, substance use problems, mental health problems, instability due to parental separation or household members being in jail or prison. ACEs are linked to chronic health problems, mental illness, and substance use problems in adolescence and adulthood. ACEs can also negatively impact education, job opportunities, and earning potential. �Butte County children face the highest ACEs in the state, with 76.5% of adults having experienced at least one ACE, and 30% of youth expected to experience 4 or more ACEs—twice the state average. Within the state of California, Butte County has the highest Adverse Childhood Experiences Scores (ACEs), the 6th highest rate of suicide, the 5th highest number of drug-induced deaths, and one of the state’s highest poverty rates at 21.32%.



The Camp Fire 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After the Camp Fire there was a profound sense of loss and grief that reverberated throughout my County.  However, the emotional pain and grief that I kept hearing about which really resonated  with me was more than the loss of homes or belongings. People were mourning the loss of the trees, the landscape, and the wildlife. People had felt a deep connection and love for the areas affected by the Camp Fire. And what was once covered in a dense, beautiful forest was now a barren and unrecognizable landscape. �Climate change will continue to increase the incidence and ferocity of wildfires in California, and human populations will continue to be exposed to devastating losses. �Research from around the world has begun to show that after severe environmental degradation, like that seen in the aftermath of a catastrophic wildfire, people mourn the loss of cherished and home environments.  A grief that I myself was experiencing and was hearing about from countless others through my work as a disaster case manager serving individuals and families impacted by the 2018 Camp Fire.  And that’s when I discovered the concept of “Solastalgia”.   



Solastalgia 

The mental, emotional, and spiritual 
impacts of environmental degradation to 
one’s home environment.  The loss of 
solace and feelings of desolation when 
one’s sense of place is under attack 
(Albrecht,2019).

Solari + Desolare + Algia 

“The homesickness one feels when one is still at home.” 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Solastalgia is a Neologism created by the Australian environmental philosopher, Glenn Albrecht. The word can be broken down into �Solace meaning Comfort, consolationDesolation meaning Devastation, abandonment, loneliness�and algia- which means pain or distress You might notice that solastalgia is very similar to a word we all do know, “nostalgia”. This was a purposeful decision as Albrecht wanted solastalgia to be structurally similar to “nostalgia” in order to embed the meaning of place & home within the word. solastalgia means the pain and the loss of comfort you feel when your beloved place or home environment is desolated beyond recognition. It is the mental, emotional, and spiritual impacts of environmental degradation, when cherished home environments and landscapes are transformed beyond recognition ��Albrecht coined the term after open cut coal mining had turned his home in New South Whales- an area once considered the “Tuscany of the South” to what residents later described as a lunar landscape.  The concept of Solastalgia has now been applied in environmental disturbances- natural, manmade & otherwise- all over the globe. From the Mt Merapi volcanic eruption in Indonesia, to the bush fires in Australia, to mountain top removal coal mining in Appalachia in the US. When I discovered solastalgia- it was incredibly empowering because I was finally able to label an emotion that I myself was experiencing and was witnessing within my community following the Camp Fire. So I decided to study this concept with other Disaster Case Managers serving folks impacted by the Camp Fire to see if or how solastalgia was showing up in their work. Persons who scored higher on the solastalgia score were significantly more likely to report psychological distress and this association remained in the multivariate regression controlling for adverse financial impact”MSW: thesis explored the awareness of the concept of “solastalgia” with Disaster Case Manager’s serving individuals impacted by the Camp Fire. 



How is Sense of Place or Solastalgia showing up in your life 
or current work?  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sense of Place is dynamic, complex. A lot of factors impact Sense of Place and one’s sense of place impacts our feelings, behavior, & relationships with humans & the more-than-human world. The example I have here is from a Camp Fire survivor and takes a look at how the fire changed their place meaning, attachment, dependence, and identity. ��-Place meaning: Went from being home, Paradise. But because this person’s trauma had occurred in their place- so they began to define their place by the fear and suffering they had experienced. External stimuli from their place that was once pleasant- like wind blowing through the tops of the trees – now activated their body’s trauma response. A camp fire survivor once said it to me like this, “Paradise, for me, now means fear and trauma”. ��-attachments: were strong & intimate as these folks chose to live in the wildland urban interface because of the proximity to nature. But became broken & even fearful or avoidant.-Place identity morphed from having a sense of pride of being from Paradise or the hills to being a victim or a survivor of their place.  ��Results indicated that participants with high place attachment also had higher levels of resilience, post-traumatic growth, and lower levels of psychological distress. Individuals with weaker place attachment suffered more psychological distress and depression and were more likely to relocate (Block et al., 2019).Community recovery efforts should focus on facilitating healthy place attachments to improve mental health outcomes and build survivors’ natural supports and strengths.�How is Sense of Place or Solastalgia showing up in your life and current work? �



There are so 
many things I 

miss about 
being home. They say grief 

is a process, 
I’m ready for 
it to be over.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Missing the smell of pines over a cup of coffee. I miss driving on tree lined roads and watching as the sun plays peek a boo through the branches. I miss town folk complaining about Skyway and the roads, traffic and slow drivers. I miss the school yard. I would sit waiting for our baby boy to be walked out to the car and seeing the leaves fall from limbs heavy with the colorful foliage. I miss the winding roads when wet with rain and the dotted porch lights glimmering on the black top. I miss the seclusion in the trees and the warmth they gave me. I miss the smell of wood burning in the fireplace and watching as the fire crackles in its safe space. There are so many things I miss about being home. These are just a few that have popped into my head this evening. I want to go home but it isn’t the same, nor will it be. We are miles away now, trying to build our lives in the same image of what we had. I hope and pray we can emotionally get back to where we were and the feeling of warmth and comfort when we walk into our new front door. They say grief is a process, I’m ready for it to be over.



What I discovered 
• Survivors were experiencing 

solastalgia and it impacted their 
healing and recovery

•  Solastalgia as disenfranchised grief 

• Community encompasses the More-
Than-Human World 

• Regrowth was a symbol of hope 

• Service is healing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All of the DCM’s who participated in the study were able to recall instances where their clients expressed sentiments of solastalgia- so statements like “missing the wildlife running through their backyard”. Also, they reported  clients struggled to accept the negative transformation which left them feeling unsettled & empty, some describing the change as surreal. Several DCM’s mentioned client’s difficulty in expressing their grief over the environment alluding to solastalgia as a form of disenfranchised grief�-DCM’s articulated that for Camp Fire Survivors, community did not just mean their social relationships but had a much broader definition and encompassed the landscape, wildlife, and plant life. -Survivors mentioned that signs of vegetation growth in the burn scar acted as a symbol of hope and the possibility for their own recovery .  �-DCM’s who were Camp Fire survivors themselves talked about how their service working with other survivors was pivotal in their own healing and recovery and has enhanced feelings of connection to their community and to their environment. They also stated that service, in the form of community programs and reforestation &restoration efforts could also be healing as well.  This is where I found my own hope and I began to explore what interventions and services might be able to bring people together to heal place relationships and move through our collective grief and solastalgia, I began exploring different programs and began to uncover things like Climate Café, Ecological grief circles, and forest bathing. I was so excited about these ideas that I was talking about them with anyone that would listen. And that’s when I found myself in a conversation with a fantastic woman, Kate Scowsmith who was working with a collaborative doing phenomenal work in the Camp Fire Recovery. I mentioned my research findings and that I was finding hope in these potential programs like forest therapy! That’s when she stopped me and said- you know that’s already happening! There’s a forest therapy for community recovery program starting up here in Butte County and I’m apart of the cohort you should reach out to this guy, Eli Goodsell & see if you can get in! My jaw dropped. And after many passionately worded emails, phone calls, and some dignified begging…..



2019: Big Chico Creek Ecological 
Reserve (BCCER) receives funding 
from NVCF to certify 15 Nature and 
Forest Therapy Guides 

2021: Forest Therapy for Community 
Recovery Pilot Project serves 378 
individuals impacted by wildfire 

Forest Therapy for Community Recovery 
Pilot Project 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Direct response to the 2018 Camp Fire I found myself as one of the 15 local professionals in the Association of Nature and Forest Therapy Cohort and I was able to join the ranks with this amazing bunch of people. Each of us came together from different backgrounds and were all serving our community in different ways: I was working as a disaster case manager,  from outdoor education, to social workers, to mental and behavioral health specialists, to education and youth services. Several of the cohort members were camp fire survivors themselves and since the fire we had all spent years “go, go, going” and trudging through the mess & pain that is disaster recovery- and the pain does not end when the flames are extinguished. Before we started the program I think we thought that forest therapy would simply be another tool in our tool belt to improve our service to our community. What we weren’t expecting was to be broken open and completely transformed. We all came together because of this crisis, because of our grief. But what forest therapy allowed us to do was to finally slow down, to attune, to metabolize our emotions & experiences, and to remember, to remember parts of our ourselves and our wholeness. Ben Page, who was one of my amazing forest therapy trainers has this beautiful quote. He says.. “…we belong to this place and this place is us. The land is not a thing we have, it is an experience we are. It’s a feeling of wholeness that comes with a sense of belongingness; our nature relation is an act of coming home.” –Ben Page -and after all my questions and searching, what I had finally found was the hope, connection, and joy I had been looking for. Chico State Ecological Reserves Sacramento River Watershed Program Social Worker, Therapist & Life Coach �Paradise Recreation and Park District  Marriage &Family Therapist Behavioral Health Counselor Professor of Kinesiology, CSUC DCM, Camp Fire Collaborative BCOE School Ties & Prevention The Respectful Revolution Project The Camp Fire Restoration Project School Psychologist for BCOE
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Nature and 
Forest Therapy 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Healing with Earth- BCEP (transferred back to the Mechoopda Maidu who are now stewarding in partnership with BCCER back to health following the camp fire. 



History of “Shinrin-Yoku” 
FOREST BATHING 

• 1980’s cultural shift in Japan 

• Rapid urbanization & technology economy: 
pollution, stress, digital addiction, 
demanding work culture 

• What happens when humans spend time 
in forested environments? 

PROVEN TO 

• Activates parasympathetic nervous 
system

• Reduces cortisol and adrenaline levels 
• Improves respiratory and cardiovascular 

function
• Regulates blood pressure
• Alleviates depression and anxiety
• Improves mood, focus, attention, 

academic performance, and creativity
• Boosts immune function
• Phytoncides>NK Cells 12

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Forest Therapy is inspired by the Japanese practice of shinrin-yoku, which translates literally to Forest Bathing. -1980’s tech revolution: shift in economy, massive urbanization. Spike in health epidemics and preventable & autoimmune diseases like heart disease, depression, anxiety, suicide, and cancer rates. -What happens when humans spend time in forested or natural environments? -phytoncides. So why the practice is called shinrin-yoku or forest bathing is because the trees are showering us in these phytonicides when we go to the forest. It is important to note that Forest Bathing is not a spiritual or cultural practice and was developed in Japan specifically for health and wellness. However it’s important not to overlok that indigenous Japanese culture informed by Shinto and Buddhism had a long history of nature immersion practices long before the 1980’s. The Founder of Forest Therapy, Amos Cliffard, adapted this wellness practice to be more focused on the relational aspects of nature because he recognized that in many western cultures our relationship with the more than human world is  broken or diseased. Has anyone ever been sunbathing, Shinrin Yoku translates to Forest Bathing because the tree is showering you with phytoncides you are bathing in them 



What is Forest 
Therapy? 
Forest Therapy is a research-
based practice that supports 
health & wel lness through guided 
sensory immersions in nature 
aimed at cult ivating healthy 
relationships with the self, each 
other, and the More-Than-Human 
World. The intention of the 
practice is to slow down, relax, 
to awaken the senses, and 
engage with the natural world .  
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Forest Therapy is a simple, guided, immersive experience in a natural environment to promote well-being. Forest Therapy is not a hike or a naturalist walk, but an opportunity to slow down, relax, and experience nature in a new way. �this practice emphasizes connection between all participants—both human and the more-than-human trees, plants and wildlife on site. Forest Bathing offers an important opportunity to deepen our relationship with the natural world, to reposition that relationship as collaborative rather than extractive. By slowing down our bodies and our attention and carefully observing with all of our subtle senses, we can cultivate greater presence and more active communication with the landscape. When we set aside the rapid and inattentive pace of our daily routines, we may find unparalleled beauty and intimacy in the present moment and in doing so, shift our perspective of our place and time on this earth.As a social worker and mental health practitioner, we often highlight the importance of healthy, secure attachments, especially in early childhood. Longitudinal studies show that children with secure attachments to their caregivers become more resilient and competent adults. However, we rarely- if ever- examine our attachment to the caregiver that literally sustains our very existence-our attachment to mother earth. Robin Wall Kimmerer explains in her book Braiding Sweetgrass, “The smell of humus exerts a physiological effect on humans, breathing in the scent of Mother Earth stimulates the release of the hormone oxytocin, the same chemical that promotes bonding between mother & child.” As humans we are biologically wired to connect with the earth. Yet the importance of this connection, attachment, or relationship is often ignored in the human health praxis. �I believe Nature Rx misses the point. viewing the natural world as separated from humans is not only ethically problematic but empirically false. Microorganisms in our gut aid digestion, while others compose part of our skin. Pollinators such as bees and wasps help produce the food we eat, while photosynthetic organisms such as trees and phytoplankton provide the oxygen that we need in order to live, in turn taking up the carbon dioxide we expel.�



Forest Therapy for
Long-Term Recovery 

INCREASES 

• Mindfulness

• Nature connection

• Sense of place

• Mood states  

• Sleep 

DECREASES 

• PTSD
• Depression 
• Stress & Anxiety
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Protective factors & predictors of well-being: 
emotional and social support, mindfulness, sleep, 
and sense of community (Kornbluh et al., 2022)

(Kil et al., 2023; Park et al., 2021)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why is Forest Therapy appropriate for long-term wildfire recovery? �UCSD. Their research uncovered that self-reported resilience,  mindfulness, and community engagement can serve as significant protective factors against trauma and are the strongest indicators of overall wellbeing. Therefore our ecotherapy program activities focus on building resilience and mindfulness skills, provide opportunities for community and civic engagement, and offer community restorative experiences in nature to recover from stress & trauma, process emotions, reconnect to place and nature, enhance social connections, and provide opportunities to learn coping skills, .. Forest Therapy helps deepen participants' feelings of connection to nature. Individuals who demonstrate a strong connection to nature report lower psychological distress, fewer major depressive symptoms, higher resilience, and greater life satisfaction. Simply put,  Nature connectivity provides better health outcomes. Our services also help wildfire survivors reconnect to a dramatically transformed landscape and rebuild a strong "sense of place," which is imperative for community resilience and well-being.Park et al, 2021: study was conducted to investigate the effects of a forest therapy program on post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and mood states of fire fighters. A total of 293 participants completed two psychological questionnaires before and after the program was conducted. The program was carried out for 22 hours in total 5 days and 4 nights, and the detailed contents and schedules a�



Disaster recovery and trauma-informed 
care Trauma-informed Principles: 

• Safety

• Trustworthiness & Transparency 

• Peer Support 

• Collaboration & Mutuality 

• Empowerment, Voice, & Choice

• Cultural, Historical, & Gender Issues 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Forest Therapy is grounded in trauma-informed care but I believe takes a more healing-centered approach.,  .  Everything we do is invitational, not prescriptive. Participants can choose to engage or not engage in however feels safe for them. An invitational practice allows people to have agency over their own bodies and choices-which is especially critical for working with individuals who have experienced trauma.  guides are there to hold space and bear witness, we are not there to analyze, and judge people’s experiences or what is shared. forest therapy cultivates the opportunity to bring awareness and gentle curiosity to where something is landing in our bodies. And by connecting to our bodies and our surrounding environment through our senses, we are brought into the present moment: not stuck in a past trauma or a future anxiety. That sensory presence activates our parasympathetic nervous system and allows us to recover from stress, relax, and expand our window of tolerance to stress. Being in our senses & our bodies also allows space for heavy emotions and feelings to be present without triggering us or overwhelming our nervous system. We are then able to make meaning out of our suffering, which is a very important part of trauma-healing. �And finally Nature therapy offers a different lens to view ourselves as individuals and in relationship with each other and the MTH world and maybe can help us to begin to heal our larger trauma of being severed from the land, place, and reciprocal relationship with nature. �We can shift individuals place meaning from trauma in fear & seeing the beauty, peace, community in our place. When we are able to remember our wholeness our place attachments become connected and relational. We start to depend on our place for serenity, relaxation, belonging & purpose. And maybe even begin to shift our identities to hold ourselves as stewards, as apart of nature, and we are able to witness the resiliency of nature mirror our internal resiliency. 



“Today is the first time 
since the [Camp] fire 

that I have been able to 
feel the wind on my face 
and have it be pleasant 

and pleasurable, instead 
of triggering. I can’t tell 

you how amazing that 
feels.” 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Often on forest therapy walks, people might have feelings of grief come up- But in western cultures, we simply do not have the skills or rituals necessary to know what to do with grief, how to allow ourselves to really feel our grief & move through it. And so being able to experience grief and be witnessed in that grief can be incredibly powerful for people. I’ll read you a quote from Francis Weller who says: “Not having ways to grieve, makes our lives small. grief is a threshold emotion: grief opens up the rest of our lives. The deeper the sorrow, the greater the joy. When we compress the terrain of grief, we compress the territory of joy.”�so We must find ways to acknowledge and honor our grief because as bell hooks writes, “Love invites us to grieve for the dead as ritual of mourning and as celebration. We need not contain grief when we use it as a means to intensify our love for the dead and dying, for those who remain alive.” and we end up living in a flat line culture, which is where we are right now. And when live in a flat line culture you rely upon stimulation and stimulants to give you some sense of being alive because we are not experiencing genuine joy or expressing genuine grief. “��



Participant Quotes 
"I've been in therapy for a while, and today's [Forest] therapy session was the best one I've had in years.“

"I'm calm and more connected. I feel happier, relaxed, and refueled. I'm in a better place.“

"This was a really healing experience that would be beneficial for folks of all ages. You're likely to learn, 
heal, and grow."

“I feel lighter and more resilient. Ready for more! I feel so much more centered and at ease.”

“Surprisingly life-changing! I can’t explain the feeling other than that

"This experience feels like taking a deep, whole breath for 2 hours. I feel awake, childlike, and refreshed - 
What a beautiful thing!"
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Total served since 2021= 5,972According to voluntary post intervention surveys, over 90% of our participants have reported feeling confident our Forest Therapy experiences were beneficial, and 95% reported feeling less stressed following the experience. 93% reported feeling a greater sense of comfort & peace of mind. 91% report feeling calmer and more centered. 91% feel more connected to nature & 88% felt more connected to themselves and their own body. �-an approach to mental health that reimagines our human-earth relationships and supports more sustainable, reciprocal relationships with the natural world ��



Our Future
• Ecotherapy Cohorts

• Volunteer stewardship and restoration 

• Cultural training and place-based education 

• Build relationships with Indigenous TEK 
practitioners 

• Wildland Firefighters & Prescribed Fire 
Practitioners

• NFF grant partner with the USFS serving 
wildfire-impacted communities on public lands

• Healing Trees Maui – for Maui f ire survivors
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ecotherapy cohorts combine: nature and forest therapy with psychoeducation on our brain & nervous system, resiliency skills and tools, group work for enhanced social support as well as cultural training on Indigenous history of our land and place-based education to support a deeper understanding and knowledge of local ecosystem to build sense of place, and environmental restoration and stewardship within wildfire burn scars. �Eisenman et al. (2015) point to several studies investigating wildfire recovery programs involving community volunteers in forest restoration projects. There is the potential forcollaborative forest recovery initiatives to contribute to better health and psychological health outcomes while building social capital and regaining place connections (Eisenman et al., 2015). Disaster recovery can be incredibly disempowering and contributing to the restoration can not only be healing, but can also help provide meaningful work that can instill a sense of hope and purpose. Nature-based modalities can help reduce stigma surrounding seeking mental health support. Additionally, trauma-informed nature based modalities might be more helpful in healing place-based trauma because trauma impacts parts of our brain that predate language that we often can’t access through thought and talk therapy. We can’t always talk ourselves well. We are including Cultural trainings on our local indigenous culture and history because if we are hoping to support our community building relationships to place and our local environment, we believe it is only ethical for them to understand their local context and the harm that continues to be done with indigenous communities that is unfortunately left out of our history books and classrooms. TEK healing Chico TEK so fortunate to have indigenous practitioners who are generous enough to share their knowledge Connecting community and work with PBA and exposure to fire to heal our communities relationship with fire Type 2 wildland firefighter: develop services for fire fighters National Forest Foundation grant- Greenville High School students impacte dby the Dixie Fire. Support other wildfire impacted communities �



Call to Action 
Reimagine how we think about mental health

• Community mental health for collective healing

• Nature connection and sense of place

• Heal in a parallel relationship with the land

• Our public lands are spaces for healing 

• De-silo our systems of care: mental health at all levels 
of disaster recovery, planning, and mitigation 

We need creative leadership, funders, and policymakers to 
value nature-led, community-driven responses that embed 
mental health as a pil lar of disaster recovery, not an 
afterthought.  
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Thank you
Blake Ell is 

bell is@csuchico.edu

www.csuchico.edu/ecotherapy
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